Welcome. I’ve called this talk ‘the strange case of face to face tuition in distance
education’ because – well I’ll explain at the end.
But let me say why I’m talking about face to face tuition in the first place.
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You may know that the OU has a network of regional centres around the UK. The
main function of these regional centres is to organise some student support - answering queries from students - and to organise the face to face tuition that the
OU still provides altho’ much tuition is now on line.

Of course the centres are expensive to run and recently the one in the South East of
England was closed. The others are now being reviewed, possibly with a view to
either the closure or amalgamation.
Well universities don’t always look for evidence when taking decisions, but some of
my old colleagues thought that perhaps it should in this case so I was asked to
undertake a review of the role of f2f tuition in distance education to inform the
review.
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I decided on a three point approach – a literature review, a survey of some distance
institutions and an attempt at a cost-benefit analysis.
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Starting with the literature review I rapidly found that there is very little research
into f2f teaching in DE. Most research at the moment is into e-learning – or eteaching as it should more accurately be called. There’s certainly no evidence I
could find that anyone has looked at the costs of f2f teaching against e-teaching
altho some eminent authorities believe that e-teaching is as expensive as
conventional correspondence education. The best evidence comes from blended
teaching.
(Note I shall refer to ‘e-teaching’ and ‘blended teaching’ rather than ‘e-learning’
and ‘blended learning.’ Learning is what students do – or not. What distance
institutions do is teaching – I think it’s useful to remember the distinction).
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Blended or hybrid teaching is where teaching is carried out by a mix of f2f and
online. There’s some evidence from full-time teaching institutions that blended
teaching is more effective than either traditional or pure online teaching. But
there’s little evidence from distance education institutions.
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However this is an example of a study of comparisons in a distance education
programme which suggests that blended does better than web-facilitated and much
better than pure online. But it’s a small scale study and we could do with much
bigger comparisons.
So I tried a survey of distance institutions to see if I could find out what they were
doing.
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In nearly 40 years in distance education mostly in the OU I’ve been lucky enough to
put a fair bit of distance between myself and my employer. I’ve worked or had
connections with all these institutions. (Although travel isn’t always stress free. I
remember when visiting Papua New Guinea I arrived at the airport in Port Moresby
and seeing a large sign saying “All Passengers ,Weapons and Ammunition this way”.
Which was a little worrying…
So I sent a brief survey to some of these institutions. But I also studied a couple of
case studies in a little more depth. The first case study was our own London
International Programmes
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The International programmes are particularly interesting because the same
courses are presented in two different ways – one institution-based with face to
face teaching and one entirely at a distance.
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The results are very different. Institution based graduation rates are 61.5 % whilst
the distance rates are 15.7% a difference of around 45% points. Since both modes
are the same content with the same entry requirements the difference must be
largely due to the support and teaching at face-to face institutions.

The other case study is in quite a different place – South Korea
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South Korea is similar to the UK in size and development (although of course they
have the problem of having North Korea to their north. We’ve only just has a
narrow escape from having an independent country to the north of England…).
But there is one difference – South Korea is much better connected - 97% internet
access at much higher speeds. Its main distance institution is the Korean National
Open University.
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There are resemblances between the KNOU and the UKOU. They were founded at
much the same time and are not very different in terms of the number of students
and regional centres. There are big differences in terms of staff only partly
accounted for by the UKOU’s research focus.

I was lucky enough to work there for a while in 2006. Time for a few photos (a
psychologist at the OU has discovered that looking at photos makes people happier
than either sex or chocolate).
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This is KNOU’s main entrance
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And these are the staff of the Institute for Distance Education – the KNOU research
department - out for lunch. (We seemed to spend a lot of time at lunch when I was
there).
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This is Incheon City where I visited one of KNOU’s regional campuses as they call
them.
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This is the entrance to the Incheon Regional Campus with my colleague Dr. YoungSook. The large wooden figure is meant to bring luck to anyone entering the
building. I think it would look quite good outside Senate House. Might scare off a
few students of course.
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There are students working at the campus
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With many computers
#
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And a creche
#
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Plus a very large lecture theatre.
Given the 97% access to high speed internet you would expect KNOU to be very
much an online university. Which is many ways it is. But the lecture theatre has a
purpose.
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This is an excerpt from the KNOU guideline manual.
So despite the high level of internet access in South Korea KNOU still insists that its
courses start with compulsory f2f meetings – with a test to ensure attendance.
You’d think that this might be unpopular with students but…
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Nearly 90% of the students think the sessions should stay the same or even be
expanded. So even in a very highly digitally connected community there still seems
to be a demand for f2f contact.
My last attempt to evaluate the role of f2f teaching in distance education was to try
to understand the cost-benefits of f2f teaching
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The basic idea is simple. You can
# put money into f2f teaching
# that increases student retention
# It also increases student fee income with students possibly willing to pay more
# which can be put back into f2f teaching – a ‘positive funding triangle’
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I have to candidly confess that I’ve made little progress on this. I think I can show
that some forms of intervention do increase retention and can have a positive cost
benefit ratio such as a pre-course phone call in the example on this slide – which I
won’t go into. But I simply don’t have the data for f2f tuition anywhere.

So what have I concluded overall?
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Well from the literature survey I concluded that there were some lessons about
blended teaching – i.e. it can improve retention, particularly at the beginning of a
course and that some students much prefer it. And whilst rambling around the
internet I found a JISC report which confirmed something which I’d long suspected
– that whilst the younger generation are very good at using the internet for chat,
games and buying stuff they’re really not good at using it for learning. They need a
lot more help than we think.
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From the institutional survey I found an answer to the implied question in my title
‘The strange case of f2f teaching in distance education’ The strange case is that so
much f2f teaching survives in distance education. And the chief reason is that many
institutions believe that it’s very important in enhancing subsequent online
interaction and retention.
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Finally my lesson for the cost-benefit analysis is – well nothing yet. Except that we
really need people to work on getting a better idea of the link between investment
in different forms of student support and the benefits of potentially better
outcomes.
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Are there conclusions for the UoLIP distance versions? Could it offer some kind of
f2f contact at a cost which would give it a better return then 15% graduation?
I don’t know. But I think it would be worth investigating. Thanks very much!
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Finally I came across an article in the Guardian recently by Nicholas Carr – author of
new book The Glass Cage: Automation and Us, which examines the personal and
social consequences of our ever growing dependency on computers.
I don’t know if he’s correct. But maybe we should be a little more sceptical about
the supposed benefits of e-teaching….
Thanks very much!
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